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Enhanced Quantum Effect for Sub-0.1 pm Pocket Technologies and Its Releyance
for the On-Current Condition

1. fntroduction
- -Th.gPocket-implant technology is promising for coming
MOSFET generalions [1-4], beEbusti the abrfipfer hteraf
channel/contact junctions can suppress short-ihannel ef-
fects (SCE) down to 25nm gate length (I*) [2]. On the
other.hqrld, lhp guantum effect (QE) is itso 

-becoming

remarkable with down scaling. It hds been demonstrated
that the inverse capacitance-induced by QE causes a ss
rious gate-voltage -lrop, which is usuaily inodeled as an
increase of the effective oxide thickness Ar.* [bl. How-
eler, previous QE investigations have onlr-trbdted the
ofl-current condition. Here we analyze QE rinder the nor-
mal on-current operating condition for pocket-implanted
MOSFETs.

2. Optimization of the Pocket Profile
A new analytical threshold voltase (%r,) model of

gogket.imp.la,ntgd MOSFETs is basedon'thd'idea of Vndetermination by the sum of carrier concentrations in-
duced both jn p-ocket and non-pocket regions [6]. Two
pa,rameters for the pocket profile (N",ro,or maximum con-
centration; Lp: length of pocket penetration into the
channel) are extracted from measured Vn-Le character-
istics. At increased drain voltage (Va") the channel con-
duction due to the laterat eleEtrib E6td, atso included
iq the model, becomes important and the contribution
of the drain-side poc\e! dec_reases. Fig. 1_ compares Vtu
calculated by..the-model and measurerients for^a 0.1 piii
technology with 2.8nm oxide thickness.

We use this new- Vt^rr-mo.r{9l to extrapolate to an opti-
n4zed pocket profile for a 70nm techn6losv on the basis
of the results shown in Fig. 1. Accordi-rie to the SIA
roadmap, to* and target lrtr, (tone channell are fixed to
1. 5 nm and 0. 2V,_respectively.' The extrapoiation follows
3-steps: (i) The Vn-Lu characteristics are'calculated wiih
the developed %r, mo-del, and optimal .Lo and.ly'su6,p &r€
chosen. (ii) The 2D pocket profile is then optimized with
the chosen Lp and N",ru,n [7]. (iii) With ttre ZO profile
QE is estimated. Steps (i)-(iii) are iterated until a self-
consistent solution is bbtained.

The result is depicted in Fie. 2. Fie. 2 b shows the oo-
timized pocket prbfile for the-Z0nm-lhannel MOSFEI.
The, optimal pocket--penetration into the channel is up
to the channel middle of. L*-7gnm to enhance the rd-
vers_e_SCE (!S9n1, The Vtr,-change is given by A[6(Ir)
:AVtr',sc p(l 

a)_+ A Vtr,,nscs (tre ) *A%n, ep Q ) . We fo-
cus here on AV16,ep, which has not been considered pre-
viously. The fact that A%n,qn(trr) amounts to about
20% of. A%n,nscB as shown in Fig-. 3, allows to realize
t_he required Vtrr-.L*_characteristics with reduced Ns,rb,p.
Our optimized profile shows a factor 2 lower pocket con-
centration than necessaxy without the QE cohtribution.

However, these results are obtained under off-currenr
condition. An important question is whether this effect
is preserved also under on--current condition.
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3. Quantum Effect at On-Current Condition
To include QE in the on-current condition we have to

solve the Schrcidinger, the Poisson, the current-density
and the continuity equation at least in 2D. Howevei,
this is very computer-time consuming and it is also diffi:
cult to achieve stable solutions. Theiefore, we solve the
Schrcidinger equation after obtaining a soiution for the
other three equations. This is done_lteratively. Fig. 4a
shows the results along the channel at Va":50mf and
7g":yth*0.5v. For comparison, results wi{h an analyti-
cal equation [8] are depicted in the same figure

r8f : to* * o (ao* *q,) 
-+ 

(1)
\oa/

where Qu and Qi arc the depletion and the inversion
charge, respectively. a is determined by the efiective
ma,ss. The analytical solution of eq. (1) is'derived with a
triangular qotential approximation p'eipendicular to the
channel and occu_pation of only the lowest enerry level.
Analytical and self-consistent calculation resultsiie sim-
ilar. This means the approximations axe good enough.
However-, qlth increasing V6", the triangulai shape of f,he
potential distribution disappe?rs espeiially as-the po-
sition moves from source to drain as denionstrated- in
FiS-. ab. Fig. 5 compares energy-level results with the
self-consistent simulation for 7a":50mV and 74":L.2V.
Without QE the ground state coincides with the potential
bottom. Therefore we define the strength of Qb by the
energy difference between the potential bottom ani the
ground state. This difference is plotted in Fis. 6 a alone
the channel. The difference has a peak at t-he channe-i
gpddJe for 76":$0mV due to the focket implantation.
The large reduction of the difference at the hrain edee
for V4":1.2V means that the quantization is getting los"t.
In fact, the confinement of carriers is weakEned it the
drain edge as shown in Fig. 6 b. This means that the on-
current_quantization is smaller than expected from the
usual ofi-current calculation.

To examine the influence of the change of the QEstreagth alo_ng the channel on the I-V char-acteristics, ie
perform a Monte Carlo simulation with EALCON con'sid-
e-ring QE by modifying the potential bending to repro-
duce the carrier distribution (Fig. 6 b) and the surface-
roughness-scattering rate. Thbse modifications are cali-
brated so that the bllk mobility pres-erves the mobility
universality. Fig. 7 shows the re-sults for Le:T}nm. Thb
reduction of /a" including QE is partly dudto the mobil-
ity reduction, which is not wetl vdrified yet. Nevertheless,il is obvious that the inclusion of the pbsition dependeni
Qn q"a the approximation of a hom6geneous Q^E;t""g
the channel determined at the source slde lead td equivaf
lent results. The enhancement of A%r,,ep for I/a"i1.2V
is mainly dqe. to a slrift of the position determing %6 to
the source side to a higher poclcet concentration."

4. Conclusion
We have demonstrated that the pocket implantation

causes an enhanced QE with reduced ^L" und-er the off-
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current condition. Under the on-current condition QE
becomes very position dependent. However, this depen-
d.ence has a small influence on the on-current.
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Measured and simulated Vtr, dependence on .Lg by us-
developed Vtr, model for pocket implanted MOSFETs.
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Fig. 4: (a) Increment of to* at Var:50mV. (b) Potential band
bending at Va.:t.l\/.
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Fig. 5: (t) Potential ba^nd bending and eigen-values at
Va":50mV, ffid (b) at W:t-2Y. These results are obtained
at mid-channel position.
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Fig. 2: (a) OptimizedVa.dependence onZg for a 70nm tech-
nology with to*:1.5nm. (b) Pocket profile contours are opti-
mized by approximating a Gaussian function. Contour lines
are plotted from 6x1-017 cm-3 to 4.2x1918 "*-3.

Fig. 6: (a) Energy difference between the ground-state energy
of the longitudinal mode and the potential at the channel
surface. (b) Electron distribution from surface to bulk at the
drain edge.
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Fig. 3: Simulated increments A%t( L):Vn(Ld'
%r' (tre:10Pm) for for.:1.5nm.
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Fig. 7: /a"-Vau Characteristics by Monte Carlo Simulation for
L"-70nm. The results with squares consider the position de-
pdndent QE, whereas those with circles are for homogeneous

QE along the cha,nnel.
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